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This year, Belton Center for the Arts will be hosting an art camp that
is out of this world! Through our space theme, each project is
designed to teach children a few new artistic skill sets from new
medium making practice as well as artistic philosophies appropriate
for their age group. Each project will equip the students with a new
skill set they can utilize in their creative careers.

Ages 4-7

Day One: Blast Off!

Start Up: Coloring page (buzz lightyear, alien, rocket)

Project One: Space Rock

Lesson: The students will learn about space rocks and how to craft
their own personal space rock. Utilizing air drying clay medium, the
students will form their rocks utilizing their imagination into
whatever they desire.

Why? : This teaches students about the air dry clay medium. They can
take this skill home to make their own clay projects and leave them
out to dry.

Project Two: Painting Space

Lesson: Students will do an acrylic paint pour a piece using
black/purple/blue paint.

Why?: This teaches students how to shade colors to create a dark
background. It is a primary level lesson on teaching backgrounds and
priming canvases.



Day Two: To Infinity & Beyond

Start Up: Coloring Page

Project One: Astronaut Selfie

Lesson: The students will learn about drawing facial features. The
students will learn how to draw themselves as an astronaut. They will
then cut and paste this face onto a paper plate to put themselves in
an astronaut suit!

Why?: This teaches students about drawing faces on a primary level.
They will walk away with a primary skill set of drawing eyes, nose,
and mouth.

Project Two: Space Rock pt 2

Lesson: Now that their rocks have dried, the students will get to
choose their colors to paint their rocks.

Why? : This project being split into two days helps students
understand art isn’t made in a day. Painting the rocks will help the
kids understand paint and wait for it to dry.

Project Three: Painting Space pt 2

Lesson: Using the background of space the students already painted,
the students will paint planets onto their background.

Why?: Reiterating the idea of waiting for paint to dry, or the idea of
art not being made in a day, the students will be able to work with
paint to create a painting. The students will learn about layering
paint to work with a background and a foreground.



Day Three: Pizza Planet!!

Start up: coloring pages of pizza planet

Project One: Make a Pizza Box

Lesson: Utilizing a pizza box as a canvas, the students will utilize
an array of mediums from paper, stickers, markers, crayons and more to
create their pizza box. This will demonstrate an understanding of
mixed-media. The students will then use the pizza box to carry their
projects home.

Why?: This project gives the students an opportunity to be completely
creative. They can use any material provided to them to decorate their
pizza box with complete freedom. The idea is to teach how sometimes
not following the rules in art can still create art. This lets them
cut wild and enjoy the process of imagination and creativity.

Project Two: Rocket

Lesson: The teacher will provide a prebuilt cardboard rocket to the
class. The students will collaborate to paint the rocket. This will
help the students understand how to work together to paint a rocket.
The rocket will remain at BCA to be on display for the city of belton
to see.

Why?: This project teaches students about creating art for a gallery.
The students will be taught not only how to work in groups, but how to
leave their art behind to be shown in a gallery. The idea is for the
students to be proud of their work and see it on display for others to
look at.

Ages 8-12



Day One: Blast Off!

Start Up: Coloring page (buzz lightyear, alien, rocket)

Project One: Rocket!

Lesson: The students will learn how to craft mini-rockets out of
cardboard and paper.

Why? : This teaches students about form, balance, and cutting. The
students will have to think about what shape they want their rocket to
be, what will the final project look like?

Project Two: Painting Space

Lesson: Students will do an acrylic paint pour a piece using
black/purple/blue paint.

Why?: This teaches students how to shade colors to create a dark
background. It is a primary level lesson on teaching backgrounds and
priming canvases.

Project Three: Make a Planet

Lesson: Utilizing paper mache and a balloon, students will form a
sphere or planet. They will form the outside of their sphere to be
rocky, smooth, or whatever texture they desire.

Why?: This teaches students about texture. The students will begin to
think about form and how planets are made. What will the planet look
like in the end?

Day Two: To Infinity & Beyond



Start Up: Coloring Page

Project One: Make a Planet pt 2

Lesson: Continuing to work on their planet, The students will paint
their planets with acrylic to look as they wish. Students will utilize
basic color theory to paint their planet

Why?: Continuing the idea of art takes time. Students will utilize
basic color theory and walk away with a skill set of acrylic painting
basics and color mixing.

Project Two: Rocket pt 2

Lesson: Now that the rockets have dried, the students will have the
opportunity to paint the rockets. Students will learn about basic
color theory. Students will be required to choose one color and
tint/shade that color to paint their rocket.

Why? : This project being split into two days helps students
understand art isn’t made in a day. By being limited to one color, the
students will learn basic values by having to add black or white to
the color in order to create a dynamic rocket.

Project Three: Painting Space pt 2

Lesson: Using the background of space the students already painted,
the students will paint planets onto their background.

Why?: Reiterating the idea of waiting for paint to dry, or the idea of
art not being made in a day, the students will be able to work with
paint to create a painting. The students will learn about layering
paint to work with a background and a foreground.



Day Three: Pizza Planet!!
Start up: coloring pages

Project One: Make a Planet pt.3

Lesson: Continuing to work on their planet, The students will paint
their planets with acrylic to look as they wish for final details.
Students will utilize basic color theory to paint their planet.
Students will use white and black to tint and shade the planet.

Why?: Continuing the idea of art takes time. Students will learn about
final details of art and finishing touches!!

Project Two: Star

Lesson: Students will design and produce a star to hang in the gallery
with the other groups' rockets. The star will be made with a variety
of materials that allow the start to shine and glisten!

Why?: This project teaches students about creating art for a gallery.
The students will be taught how to leave their art behind to be shown
in a gallery.

Project Three: Make a Pizza Box

Lesson: Utilizing a pizza box as a canvas, the students will utilize
an array of mediums from paper, stickers, markers, crayons and more to
create their pizza box. This will demonstrate an understanding of
mixed-media. The students will then use the pizza box to carry their
projects home.

Why?: This project gives the students an opportunity to be completely
creative. The idea is to teach how sometimes not following the rules
in art can still create art. This lets them cut wild and enjoy the
process of imagination and creativity.


